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the incredibles 2: the film is a sequel to the 2004 animated hit about a family of superheroes trying
to live normal lives after a galactic catastrophe. the incredibles 2 movie released on may 15, 2018,
by walt disney pictures, and directed by brad bird and robert siegel, with a screenplay by craig t.
nelson and j. mills goodloe jr. it also stars craig t. nelson as mr. incredible, craig t. nelson as bob
parr, holly hunter as helen parr, sarah vowell as violet parr, samuel l. jackson as frozone, and bob
odenkirk as buddy pine. the film also stars julie roberts as elastigirl, liam hemsworth as jack jack, m.
night shyamalan as syndrome, samuel l. jackson as frozone, samuel l. jackson as frozone, tyler perry
as mr. incredible, and liv tyler as elastigirl. the incredibles 2 is based on the 2004 animated film of
the same name. an animated sequel to the 2004 film, the incredibles 2 is pixar's most anticipated
film. the film, which was produced by brad bird and directed by brad bird, is set 17 years after the
first film and sees the parr family - helen, violet, dash, and jack jack - live in a quiet suburban home
with their super-powered family and friends. they are forced to live a normal life when their celebrity
status brings them many dangers and the attention of the evil mr. incredible. the incredibles 2 is a
critical and commercial success, earning $1.2 billion at the box office. the incredibles 2 is a sequel to
the 2004 animated film of the same name. an animated sequel to the 2004 film, the incredibles 2 is
pixar's most anticipated film. the film, which was produced by brad bird and directed by brad bird, is
set 17 years after the first film and sees the parr family - helen, violet, dash, and jack jack - live in a
quiet suburban home with their super-powered family and friends. they are forced to live a normal
life when their celebrity status brings them many dangers and the attention of the evil mr.
incredible. the incredibles 2 is a critical and commercial success, earning $1.2 billion at the box
office.
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